Patterned, tubular scaffolds mimic longitudinal and radial mechanics of the neonatal trachea.
Tracheal damage, abnormality or absence can result from the growth of tumors or from Congenital High Airway Obstruction Syndrome. No optimal or routine treatment has been established for tracheal repair, despite numerous attempts with natural and artificial prostheses. The fetal trachea is comprised of cartilaginous rings connected by an elastomeric tissue. In an effort to design an engineered trachea replacement, we have synthesized 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate hydrogels with moduli of 67 ± 3.1 kPa (soft) and 13.0 ± 1.8 MPa (hard). Given the criteria for longitudinal extensibility and lateral rigidity applied during respiration, we evaluated a series of patterned hydrogels with different sizes of hard and soft segments to mimic fetal tracheas. A 1:2 ratio of soft:hard segments resulted in a construct capable of 11.0 ± 1% extension within the elastic range. Tubular constructs with this ratio required similar load/length for cyclic compression as ovine trachea samples. Achieving biomimetic mechanical properties in a trachea replacement may be essential for achieving normal respiration in recipient patients. Fetal abnormalities or tumors can result in tracheal absence or damage. Despite numerous attempts with natural and artificial replacements, there is still no routine treatment for tracheal repair. The literature recognizes the importance of tracheal lateral rigidity and longitudinal extensibility for normal respiration. Achieving closely matched mechanical properties may provide proper function and help decrease implant fibrosis and subsequent occlusion. In this study, we evaluated the mechanics of a series of patterned, tubular hydrogels with different ratios of hard and soft segments to mimic alternating cartilage and ligament sections in fetal tracheas. We compared our results to that of sheep trachea. This is the first report to assess both radial rigidity and longitudinal extensibility in an engineered trachea construct.